


AWV Workflow Summary



List Acquisition
• Privia Analytics to ID target patients.
• Targets to be defined based off of contract criteria and target Care Centers.
• Privia Analytics to send target contact list to HP to engage and schedule.

Questions:
Can we send Medicare Advantage Patients?
- Yes, we can service these patients.

How do we send these files?
- We can either pull them from Athena (per
integration) or you can place them in a
secure dropbox.

Do you expect them in a certain format?
- We prefer them in Excel and have a
standard format with designated field names.

Can we set up an FTP site to export these
directly to you to begin calling instead of
collecting via email?
- Yes, secure FTP is acceptable to us.

What information is needed in the files?
- It is clearly defined in the sample file
attached.



Patient Scheduling
• The Healthy Plus call representatives will contact patients and schedule appointments.

Questions:
Where are these patients scheduled?
- Initially, in our software but due to
integration it also appears on the Athena
scheduled dedicated to our program.

Do our Care Centers need to create a
separate Calendar in Athena?
- Yes. We have it documented and we hold
their hand through the process.

How do we communicate open days/times
to account for rooms?
- We ask for a set schedule for each location
and we determine that up front. We can
modify it as we go.

What phone # do your reps call from?
- We acquire one for each location. It is
local to that area.



Patient Scheduling



Patient Arrives/Check-in
• Patient arrives the day of the appointment.
• Patient completes check-in at front desk.

Questions:
Is this the same check-in process as
normal office visits?
- Yes.

How are HP staff notified?
- Using whatever the normal notification
procedures are for the office. Usually via
check-in within Athena.

What paperwork needs to be completed
at check-in?
- A handout that is then given to the MA.

Is an encounter still opened in Athena at
the point of check-in?
- Yes.

Does front office staff need access to HP
technology?
- Not directly. They can work within Athena.





Patient Roomed
• Patient is roomed for their visit.

Questions:
Who rooms the patient?
- Our MA.

Is the rooming protocol different from that
of the practice?
- No, we follow standard practice.

How long are the appointments?
- 20 minutes.

What materials do you need in the room?
- See attachment for room supplies.



Visit Complete
• AWV is completed.

Questions:
How long does it take for documentation
to sync up with Athena?
- It is immediate.

How does the physician get notified to
review and sign off?
- When a visit is complete, the Physician
Report will drop in their clinical inbox.

What is the protocol for an issue needing
escalation to the physician?
- We provide some guidelines during
training (if the patient is in distress, high
PHQ9 score, etc.). After that we follow
whatever procedures are in place for that
specific office.



Visit Complete



Visit Complete









Patient Check-out
• Patient completes check-out process.

Questions:
Is this the same process as the normal
office visit?
- Yes, the same and a follow-up visit is
scheduled.

How are encounters closed and claims
created?
- Once reviewed in the clinical inbox and
closed, a claim is created.

Does your system export documentation
to the patient’s chart and leave in review
to the physician?
- Yes. All info is mapped to the patient
chart, and a report is left for the Physician
in the clinical inbox.

What does the patient leave with?
- A printed Personalized Health Advice
(report).



Patient Check-out



Physician Reviews
• Physician is notified of completed visit and reviews documentation.

Questions:
How is the physician notified?
- When the report hits the clinical inbox,
they get the same notification in Athena as
they get now when they send a patient out
for labs or other referral.

Where is the physician notified?
- In their clinical inbox.

How frequently are encounters left to
review?
- Every encounter is sent for review in the
clinical inbox.

Where can they review a complete visit
summary?
- The patient information is sent to the
patient chart, and a complete summary
report is sent into the clinical inbox.



Physician Reviews



Physician Signs Off
• Physician completes review and signs off on visit summary.

Questions:
Is this as simple as signing off on the
encounter?
- Yes, it is the same procedure.

Does this happen in Athena?
- Yes.

Does this have to go to a biller to create a
claim and drop it?
- Yes, just like a normal billable encounter.

Does this happen daily, weekly, monthly?
- The reports are sent daily in real time for
review.



Physician Signs Off



Invoices
• HP sends invoice for work completed.

Questions:
How often are we invoiced?
- We will send billing for AWV on a
bi-monthly basis. It is an invoice and
supporting documentation of who has
completed their AWV.
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